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CHAPTER I
GATHERINGS
Chapter Gatherings are held the
3rd Friday of the month at Hoss’s
in Dubois.
6:30pm Dinner, 7:30pm Gathering.

COME JOIN US !!!
Marble
Game

“Wings in the Wilds”
I want to thank Dana and Danise for a great
convention. I know events like these take a year of
planning and we appreciate your hard work. I still
don’t know how you managed to attend considering
your conditions three weeks prior. We love you and I
only wish we were having another Erie convention
next year.

Chapter Directors
Mel & Jodi Lufsey

I write this article on a warm windy day in
which rain has been forecasted. Many of us were
relieved that the rain held off yesterday as we had 19
bikes and 33 members attend the Peanut Butter
Festival Parade in New Bethlehem. It was a fun time
and congratulations to our I-Peds who placed 1st and
won $150.00. The ladies practiced a lot and we were
pleased to see them win.
September’s weather allowed us to ride and
enjoy some of them rain free. Jodi and I departed for
the District Convention in Erie on a beautiful day and
our ride home with the group was another great day
for riding. Speaking of the convention, I would have
to say that I really enjoyed every aspect of it. We
loved our room, the motel and its’ staff. We had
eating places within walking distance or a very short
ride away.
The entire schedule for the weekend was
geared around riding and I know a lot of folks rode.
Our ice cream/sunset at the beach/light show ride
was especially a favorite of mine. Another enjoyable
time for me was attending the couple of the year
selection and watching George and Kathie Simcox
represent our chapter in a very special way. If you
weren’t there, than you must ask George aka “I said
Ditto” man how that worked for him.

Our Gathering this past Friday evening had 52
in attendance and it was another great time. It sure
got noisy at times, but that just meant you were
enjoying yourselves. We kept it short and the
anticipated Marble Game still went without a
winner. Kevin Smith had yet another chance to win,
but the $440 will still be there for October. We
hope to see everyone then.
Take Care All
Mel & Jodi

SUPPORT OUR
SPONSORS !!!
We have several businesses sponsoring
our Chapter. Look for their ads in our
Newsletter. Whenever you get the opportunity, please support them and let
them know that you are from “PA Chapter I” and thank them for their support!

Assistant Directors
Pam & Bill Crissman

Hello All,

be close to $500.00 for the October
gathering. Hope to see you there and
maybe you will be the lucky one who walks
away with it all.

October has us all looking forward to doing
September is only a memory for all of us. We some fall riding and enjoying the beautiful
weather and all the fall colors this area has to
can now begin enjoying the fall season.
offer. We also can’t forget the Halloween
Twenty-eight members from Chapter I
attended the District Convention in Erie. We party at the Simcox party barn which is
always a good time with good food and great
all had a great time watching Chapter N do
synchronized swimming. Chapter R continues fun.
Have fun, be safe and learn something new
to challenge Mel about his knowledge of a
today,
good gum ball, which Chapter R still is trying
to find. Bill and I enjoyed doing the
Bill and Pam Crissman
Scavenger Hunt that Chapter G had put
Assistant Directors
together which took you through Erie, out to
Presque Isle, and then a stop at Sara’s for ice
cream. All of us were so happy to see Dana
and Danise at the convention, and glad to see
that they were doing so well after all that
they had been through. We still need to keep
both of them in our thoughts and prayers as
they continue to heal. I would like to thank
everyone who helped in any way with the
convention.
Chapter I had nineteen bikes ride in the
Peanut Butter Festival parade and the I-Peds
also performed. It was a beautiful day for a
parade. Congratulation I-Peds for winning
first place at the parade. Great way to end
the year.
Well can you believe that the marble game
goes on for another month? You will have
one in four chances to win. The pot should

Chapter Educators
Lori & Gary Schill

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO “LEVEL UP?”
Submitted By: Lori Schill, Chapter Educator
It’s been a while since we’ve talked about the GWRRA’s Levels Program, and I think it’s time we go over the basics.
Purpose
The GWRRA Rider Education Program (REP) is intended to make the motorcycle environment safer by reducing
injuries and fatalities and increasing motorcyclist skills and awareness.

Level I: Safety by Commitment - The first big step to success
Level I of the Rider Education Program is also referred to as Safe Miles. It represents the commitment of the
Rider and/or the Co-Rider to practice safe motorcycle operation.
Every successful accomplishment begins with a commitment to reach the intended objective. This is true of
the Rider Education Program and includes a promise to learn for the sake of Rider, Co-Rider, friends and
family, as well as others on the road.
Although there is no mileage requirement to enter Level I, the commitment to safe riding is tracked by the
number of accident-free miles since joining GWRRA. Accident free miles are accumulated in 5,000 mile
increments and may be updated at yearly intervals.
Requirement: Verbal commitment to ride safely at all times. There is no cost to sign up. Optional patches are available
at a cost of $6 per participant (per set).

Level II: Safety by Education
Level II of the REP, also referred to as Tour Rider, represents the commitment to be safer motorcycle riders
by taking approved motorcycle riding courses at regular intervals.
GWRRA has chosen several educational training programs such as the MSF (Motorcycle Safety
Foundation) programs and the GWRRA's Advanced Riding courses and Parking Lot Practice programs.
Completing these courses provides the foundation and skills for your quest to be a safe motorcycle rider. All
recognized programs with the exception of the PLP are taught by qualified and nationally-certified
instructors. PLPs use our Facilitators to administer the program.
Motorcycle education goes "hand in hand" with commitment. The "on bike" education for the Rider and Co-Rider and
GWRRA’s "off bike" education designed specifically for the Co-Rider, provide a very effective approach to motorcycle
safety. This is when a REP participant truly begins to understand what the Level I commitment means and sees the
value in the program.
Requirement:

Rider - Certified Rider Course with 5,000 safe miles.
Co-Rider - Certified Co-rider Seminar or 2-up Rider Course.

There is no cost to sign up. Optional patches available for $5 per participant.

Level III: Safety by Preparedness
Level III of the REP, also referred to as Certified Tour Rider/Co-Rider, represents commitment to be
prepared in the event of an accident to give aid and possibly save lives. This is done by being
knowledgeable in First Aid or CPR and carrying a first aid kit on the motorcycle at all times.
It would be wonderful if we could achieve the coveted goal of zero accidents. Realistically, though, we know that

accidents will happen. Therefore, it is important to be fully prepared to lend aid to unfortunate accident victims, and
perhaps even save a life.
Attendance of a Motorist Awareness Seminar at this level exposes the Member to our program to improve awareness of
all road users to the presence of motorcycle, trike, and sidecar enthusiasts.
Requirement: Current status in Level ll, have taken either First Aid or CPR training, and have attended a Motorist
Awareness seminar.
There is no cost to sign up. Optional patches available for $4 per participant.

Level IV: Safety By Enhanced Commitment and Preparedness
Level IV - the most prestigious of the REP levels - is referred to as Master Tour Rider/Co-Rider.
Representing the highest commitment of the Rider and/or Co-Rider to safe riding and preparedness, it is
demonstrated by a history of safe miles and current certification in both First Aid and CPR..
It is realized that Level IV is not for everyone, but for those who desire to be of greater service to their fellow
man, it is the correct prescription. Attaining Level IV Master Tour Rider is a worthy goal. These individuals are shining
examples to the rest of the GWRRA membership. Because these individuals are ambassadors to the members at all
levels, GWRRA provides a special gathering to celebrate the Master Tour Riders’ commitment each year at the District
Rally, Region D Rally, and Wing Ding.
Requirement: Current in Level lll for one year and have taken both First Aid and CPR training. Have 25,000 Safe Miles
and committed to riding with "Proper Riding Gear" at all times.
Cost: $35 for each participant (Black and Gold patch is available for an additional $8.00).
So there you have the program structure:






Level I Safety by Commitment
Level II Safety by Education
Level III Safety by Preparedness
Level IV Safety by Enhanced Commitment and Preparedness

The GWRRA is proud to present the Rider Education Program. We encourage you to think seriously about motorcycle
safety and be a participant in the GWRRA Rider Education Program. We are committed to helping you get the
education you need to succeed in the program. Now the question is… “Do you have what it takes to level up?”

Chapter I
would like to congratulate

Dale Bundy,
one of our Chapter
members, on his recent
completion of a back to
back Iron Butt Bun Burner
1500 for total mileage of
3,100 miles in less than 48
hours!

Bill and Peg Zortman

to swim in. Thanks to Mountain Man who creatively
covered a large chip in the paint.

Chapter Historians

Bob Pangallo introduced us to Ellie May; a cute pup with
pink ribbons in her hair.

PA DISTRICT CONVENTION (RALLY) ERIE, PA
BEACH PARTY WINGO – September 4 – 6, 2014
It’s OVER! It’s over and I’m left with only memories...
memories of giant orange/white ice cream cones, out of
control beach balls, amazing beach attire and happy
people.
After 25 years the PA District returned the rally to Erie
and GWRRA chapter PA-G (Did you SEE that
registration packet of goodies) did a great job of showing
off their part of the state. Bill & I got there Thursday
afternoon. Most of the PA-I people already had one funfilled day under their belts, had scoped out the territory
and were ready to, willing to and did give advise... most
of it good. We unloaded ‘stuff’ into our Hilton Garden Inn
room and headed to registration. When you’ve been
involved in GW for more than 30 years you get to know
people, therefore a 200 yard walk can take hours – and it
did.
What did we do during this much-too-short weekend?
We ate the wildly popular ‘creamsicle’ cones at Sara’s.
We watched a somewhat reluctant sunset over the
waters of Lake Erie from Beach #7 of beautiful Presque
Isle State Park. The scavenger hunt took us to
interesting places where we learned interesting things.
By the way our own Pam Crissman won.
Forest Park Honda showed their appreciation of us with a
Picnic and we returned the favor by helping them gather
$780 for the Shriners.
To name a few events of the many events, there were
CMA worship services, Guided and Self-Guided Tours,
Seminars, Trade show Vendors and a light show
(Congrats to Lori Schull & to Dave Marconi). We made
donations to Second Harvest of NW Food Bank. The
table was overloaded with a wide variety of foods; and in
addition the Food Bank was presented with $755 in cash.
That was thanks in part to generous donations from
grateful vendors.
SOME NOTES:
What makes Mel ‘come unglued?’ - Think misuse of
handicap parking for one... I’m guessing there are more –
right Mel?
Dana can pick Helen Long’s unique voice out of a crowd
of 317 people with no problem.
George Simcox doesn’t like it hard – ice cream that is.
What were you thinking?
Question asked of Ray Snyder by an unknown
gentleman just outside the door of a restaurant as he
surveyed the bikes in the parking lot - only one of which
had 2 wheels. “How do you earn that third wheel?”
Jim & Pat Delo’s ducks (on the trailer) now have a pond

SURPRISE! PA-R wasn’t done with Mel and the ‘Crappy’
gumballs. Humm... wonder what will happen next.
Wasn’t that closing ceremonies banquet fantastic. It was
served quickly and it was still hot!
Pam and Bill Crissman used to live in this area and have
remained friends with some folks who grow the grapes. Bill
& I made a run to Northeast and bought some and thought
they were fantastic. But Pam reported that her friends say it
will be a week or two yet before they are at “peak sugar
content”. And did you know that the concord grapes we
EAT are mostly picked by machine; but the WINE grapes
are hand picked to preserve that ‘coating’ that makes the
fermentation possible. (Thanks Pam – we learned
something new.)
At the banquet Bill Zortman’s place marker said he had
ordered - Lobster and Steak? He says it tasted like
chicken.
Comment: Dana & Danise are real troopers, aren’t they?
Their daughter and 10-year old granddaughter were in
attendance. The ‘young ‘en’ was reported to have had a
ball and the daughter finally understands why Dana &
Danise (why all of us) do what we do. “I get it now Mom,
she said, it’s about the people.”
It was so great to see some of the ‘long-timers’ at this event.
These ‘originals’ are getting fewer and therefore more
precious. We talked about then, we talked about now and
we dreamed of the future. Times have changed yet much
remains the same.
THEN... 1989: PA State Rally – Erie, PA – El Patio Motel.
We ate mostly at Choo-Choo’s. Bill & Janet Henze were
State Directors - Bob & Joanna Crawford were PA-I Area
Representatives. (Note: The El Patio is currently being
reinvented but Choo-Choo’s restaurant was open.)
NOW... 2014: PA District Convention – Erie, PA –
Ambassador Convention Center. We had many choices of
great places to eat. Dana & Danise Hartle are PA District
Directors – Mel & Jodi Lufsey are the PA-I Chapter
Directors. (Peg’s personal favorite meal was the impromptu
Pizza Party in the lobby of the Hilton Garden Inn. Thank you
Marconis and thank you Hilton Staff.)
THEN... 1989: The parking areas were full of two-wheeled,
pin-stripped with murals, well-lighted Gold Wings. We
talked, we hugged and we laughed.
NOW... 2014: The parking areas were full of mostly threewheeled, pin-stripped with murals, amazingly lighted Gold
Wings. We talked, we hugged and we laughed.
THE FUTURE: Due to circumstances beyond PA District
Staff’s control the PA District Convention will not be held in
2015. But there are many other occasions to get together
and we can only believe these people (long timers and new
timers) will keep on keepin’ on and the detours we have to
make along the way will lead to glorious adventures.

SNAPS FROM THE DISTRICT CONVENTION
FROM PEG ZORTMAN AND DOREEN SNYDER

The real
fun began
when the
lights went
out and
they
turned
around !

Note all the plastic
cups full of
“Crappy
Gumballs….”
and so it goes.

Couple of the Year
Coordinators
Ray & Doreen Snyder
Hi everyone!
Wow! It Saturday afternoon and September is almost
over and it was a busy month! The weather has been
better this month. On Labor Day, Monday the 1st we had
the Weedville Parade and the weather was great for it.
There were 8 bikes and we were had our duck shirts and
ducks on our bikes. After the parade, we led a ride with
6 bikes to Winslow Hill and Hyner View, ending up at the
Dutch Pantry in Clearfield for supper. Those on our ride
were Gary & Carol, Paul & Helen, Larry, Jim & Pat and Ron
& Tereasa. On Tuesday evening , the 2nd we practiced
our skit for the Erie Convention. On Wed, we led 4 bikes
to the Erie Convention which were Paul & Helen, Jim &
Pat, George & Kathie & Donna. We had a great time
there! Going to miss not having a convention next year!
Mountain Man detailed our bike. The weather was nice
most of the time and we were able to do some riding. On
the scavenger hunt we rode our bikes to different places
to find the answers. We enjoyed the sandy beaches and
the beautiful sunsets! On Tuesday evening Sept. 9th was
practice for the Ladies Trike Team. On Thursday evening
was the Roadside Café & Creamery with 12 people
attending. We had a fun time together as we always do!
Cindy rode the horse there; it wasn’t as wild as the one
that I rode when we went out west! L.O.L. Then on
Tuesday, the 16th was our last Trike Practice till on
Saturday before the Parade. Friday evening was our
Gathering at Hoss’s. The White Marble is still in the bag!
The next day was the Peanut Butter Festival & Parade and
it was a beautiful day! The Ladies Trike Team went early
to go through our routine so it was fresh in our minds.
We enjoyed the festival and ate some lunch there until it
was time to get on our motorcycle for the parade then
the ladies got off the motorcycles and onto their trikes
and started peddling, smiling and waving. The parade
announcer said that the “Ladies of the Trike Team are
great drivers!” We won first place! Thursday evening
was Grandma’s Kitchen eat and meet ride destination.
There were a total of 25 which included our newest
members of Chapter I. It was great to meet and visit
with John and Yvonne . Welcome to Chapter I ! Planning

a ride to Portville, N.Y. tomorrow morning to Sprague's
since it is to be another beautiful day! The leaves are
starting to get colorful! I hope that this beautiful weather
continues for a long time!
Take Care! Be Safe!
Doreen &
Ray

Newsletter/Treasurer &
Goodies Coordinators
Ken & Deb Smith

You are all invited to
the annual Halloween
Party at the Simcox
Party Barn.
Oct. 25, 6:00 till ???
You can wear a costume if you like
or just come as you are. There will
be prizes for best costumes and for
the ones who wear their costume the
whole party!
We will have
Hot and Cold
covered dish
like to eat even if

Hot Dogs, Sloppy Joes,
drinks. Please bring a
to share, Gold Wingers
they look like a Ghost!

Hello Everyone: Wow, September is now if the
memory files. Ken and I were able to attend the
Peanut Butter Festival and Parade this month. We
had a large turnout of bikes in the parade and I rode
in the IPeds Pedal Trike team. It was a lot of fun and
it was great that we won First Place. Yeah !!!
However, I won’t be riding in the Trike Team next
year. It was a great experience and I enjoyed it. You
go Girls….Keep Pedaling!!! After the Festival, we did
ride with Larry and Patty Croft and their friends from
Chapter I in Ohio. Ken was able to show them some
great scenery from Distant to Mahaffey, even some
roads that Larry was never on ! The weather was
great for an evening ride.
See you soon.
Be Safe and Keep Smiling,

The weather hasn't allowed us to take a Hay
Ride for the last few years. But if the
weather permits, we will try it again this
year, so do bring extra warm
things to wear or even a
blanket.
There will be entertainment and games.
Karen will be there again this
year to make sure you all get a
couples picture and a group
picture.
If you have any questions or
need directions call George 590-4110 or
Kathie 590-1566.

BE THERE OR THE GHOSTS WILL BOO
YOU!

Deb and Ken

Advertising Coordinators
Gary & Lori Norris Schill

Winterizing Your Bike
Even though this was published in a newsletter a
few years ago, I offer it again as a refresher with
a few small updates as it is nearing that time
again real soon. Here is a list of steps to follow to make sure
your motorcycle is woke up in the best of health in the coming
spring and summer riding season:
1. Treat the fuel system. Sta-Bil®, Sea Foam®, or a like fuel
stabilizer should be used. Follow recommended ratio of
stabilizer per amount of gas. Add the stabilizer at the gas station,
so that it will mix with the fuel on your ride home. It's a good
idea to leave your tank full for the winter to avoid rust and the
possibility of condensation in your tank. This is especially
important these days as the addition of alcohol in fuel will
shorten it’s storage life and more quickly lead to gumming of
the fuel. Even if you drain the carbs (if so equipped), treat
your fuel in the tank anyway to avoid deterioration of fuel
and trouble when the weather turns warmer. I personally
would never treat the fuel for only a couple to a few months,
but after having to deal with a gummed up lawnmower and
string trimmer, now treat all gasoline run items to avoid
problems in the Spring.
2. Drain the carburetors. (Ignore this step if you have fuel
injection). Some motorcycles still have carburetors (but less and
less all the time). So, one of the most important things you
should do is drain the carbs. Start by turning off the fuel tank
petcock (if you have one). Then, located in the float bowl of
each carb is a small usually Phillips screw or bolt, these are
usually angled to the side. Have a pan ready for any gas that will
drain when you loosen these screws or bolts. If the float bowl
has a rubber hose attached to it to drain the gas to the bottom of
the bike, place a pan or other container to catch the gas there.
Loosen the screw or bolt and drain the float bowls of the carbs.
When the gas stops flowing, retighten the screws or bolts and
you’re done.
3. Change all of the bike's fluids. This is the ideal plan, but a
least change your oil and oil filter, check the brake and clutch
fluids (if they appear root beer color, then change and flush
them. This is because DOT 3 and DOT 4 will absorb water, and
the darker the color they are, the more water it contains and may
rust braking parts if left in storage or even otherwise), coolant
(check for boil temp and cleanliness). If your coolant is more
than two years old, it is recommended to change that. Don’t
forget to flush before adding new coolant.
4. Check the battery. Remove the battery especially if the
temp where your bike will be stored is going to drop below
freezing. Ideally, the battery should be taken out completely and
kept in a room with a temperature of at least 45 degrees- better
yet about 65 or 70. Charge the battery periodically (keeping the
battery on a battery tender or similar product is best) and top off
with distilled water (if your battery has removable caps). Do
NOT remove the caps of a maintenance-free battery- EVER! If
using a battery tender or similar product, I would
recommend not keeping it on the maintainer full time. I’ve
found it best to use a timer with the battery tender to avoid
possible overcharging which could lead to pre-mature
battery failure, or lowering the water level (in lead acid

batteries) to low levels. I know it is claimed this should not
happen with these products, but I’ve had it happen
repeatedly so now also use a timer a couple hours a day
depending on how much your particular bike may discharge
a battery even when not running.
5. Clean, lube, and protect your bike. Washing and waxing
your bike now is a good way to protect the finish throughout the
harsh winter months of cold and no use. Lubricate everything
that moves. If your bike will be stored in a damp climate, apply
oil or grease to the chrome or metal parts to help protect them. It
doesn't take very long and this can be your start of a good long
habit. Add extra pounds of pressure to your tires to avoid soft
spots from sitting through the winter. If you have a stand, use it
to hold the bike up off of the tires during it's hibernation. Also,
cover your bike with a clean protective cover (cotton cover,
blanket, or regular specialty bike cover with vents). DO NOT
use plastic, but a breathable cover that condensation will not
accumulate under.
6. Storage. As a suggestion, if possible, store your bike in a
heated dry garage or basement. Avoid ground floors and the like.
Electronics do not like moisture, and if stored in this climate
repeatedly for a few months could damage delicate electronics
and render them useless or malfunctioning. If the bike will be
stored where mice may be present, fill a few sandwich bags with
steel wool, and put them into the air intake and tailpipes. Stick a
piece of brightly colored tape or a note so you remember to
remove them before you begin to ride the bike again.
Next riding season. Just before you get the bike out to ride for
next riding season, don’t forget to wash or clean off any oils or
grease you may have had to use for severe conditions to prevent
rust. Do this especially for any parts that may be subject to
slippage or heat from the engine. Recheck all safety issues such
as tire pressures and condition, oil level, etc. Then enjoy the
ride!

$$$$ MARBLE GAME $$$$
Come to the Gathering and
try your luck with the New
Marble Game.
Don’t know what it is, come and check it out!
Have Fun and Laughs with PA Chapter I.

OCTOBER 2014

Thinking of You ...

Get Well Wishes
Our thoughts and prayers for a
continued speedy recovery go out to

CHAPTER “I” BIRTHDAYS
1

17
20

Dana & Danise Hartle.
Wishing a speedy recovery to Robert
Gunther.

GET WELL SOON !!

21
28

Carol Doverspike
Mark Carlson
Anna Adams
Helen Long
Laura Zimmerman
Deb Carlson
Donna Miller
Bob Crawford

and ANNIVERSARIES
14
16

Bob and Joanna Crawford
Bill and Peg Zortman

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL !

Check this out !

FOR SALE:
*WINDWARD Camper, gently used.

King -sized
bed with 6x6 sitting area. If seriously interested, call Dick
at 814-856-3222

From the Goodies Department,
GWRRA

We are currently offering Chapter Wear from
different suppliers. The following are from
Secco Designs. Current prices are (if we order in quantity):
Polo Shirts:

*Saddlemen Road Sofa with silver velour in
seating area with black vinyl sides for GL1500 Goldwing.
Excellent shape. Comes with covers for passenger back
rest and passenger arm rests. Retails for approximately
$600 just for the seat, asking $300 for all. Contact Lori
Schill at 814-229-6314.

Chapter Wear

Small to XL

$12.00

2XL

$13.00

3XL to 5XL

$14.00

T-Shirts:

Short Sleeve

Long Sleeve

Small to XL

$ 8.00

$11.00

2XL

$ 9.00

$12.00

3XL to 5XL

$10.00

$13.00

Hoodie Sweatshirt

*Driver backrest for GL1500. Adjustable front to

Small to XL

$25.00

back using chromed sliding tubes. Retails for about $210,
asking $75. Contact Lori Schill at 814-229-6314.

2XL

$26.00

3XL to 5XL

$28.00

***Name added is $1.00 added to the price ***

*Chromed Ring of Fire for 1500 Goldwing.

GWRRA and Chapter Flags for your bikes. -

Single row of amber lights shining outward. Retails for
about $130, asking $40. Contact Lori Schill at 814-2296314.

(Out of Stock at this time)
We have all the patches for your vests and pin holders/pins.
Email d_ksmith@verizon.net with your order and pay upon
receipt of item/s.
___________________________________________________________________________

Biker King is also offering a wide variety of high quality
Chapter I Wear most of which features exclusive “Gold
Glitz” (sparkling gold metal flake) printing of most logos and
names. Order as little as one item or more!

Biker King is also offering to donate back to Chapter I a
portion of the purchase price for each item sold to anyone
who purchases these items as outlined in a previous email to
all Chapter I members.
Click on the link below to view the current listing of Chapter I
wear, and to order for delivery to your home in about 1 week:

Biker King’s Chapter I Merchandise Offerings
_____________________________________________________________________________

also offers a wide variety of screen printed
clothing or other items that may interest
our members or others. See their ad
elsewhere in this newsletter to contact them or view their
offerings.

